XAVIER GRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

Xavier’s inaugural Graduate Research Symposium was held on Thursday, April 25, 2019.

One of our 2018 MS-HECOR graduates, Dominique Brandt, presented her research, “Annual Economic Burden of Adverse Childhood Experiences in the United States.”

Dominique (left) is pictured with Dr. Carol Scheeer, director of Xavier’s Occupational Therapy program.

BSHSA IMMERSIVE LEARNING “EXPEDITION”

In April 2019, BSHSA students attended the International Global Health & Innovation Conference at Yale University sponsored by Unite for Sight. There were attendees from all over the world learning about global health, program management, measuring economic and clinical outcomes, and community impact.

Pictured left to right: Saharish Ijaz ’20B, Dr. Eileen Alexander, Emily Helton ’19B, and Xavier Eigel Center Fellow Kendall King

ALUM-N-I-C-E Our 1,693 Graduate MHSA Alumni, 178 Undergraduate BSHSA Alumni, and 21 MS-HECOR Alumni are the pride and joy of Xavier and our HSA Department. We applaud your achievements and commitment to the highest quests in health services administration.

- RaNae Wright ’11M is Patient Experience Leader at TriHealth, Cincinnati OH
- Andrew Blum ’19M is Manager, Supply Chain Non-Acute Operations for Bon Secours Mercy Health, Cincinnati OH
- Zach Ross ’19M is a Traction Manager in the Transformation Office, UC Health, Cincinnati OH

Men and Women for Others: Thinkers, Inspirers, and Leaders in Health Services Administration
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